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i) Define rank of a matrix.

t,) U,",rr.r,ury.o* t.u

iii) State Rouche's theorern fbr con*i.irr consistency of a system of linear equations in n *knoilr.
iu) Solr. 

"quutiorr. 
i, thr@

i) Solve problerns on matrices.

ii) Irt odr.tion of lio"u.@ilf
,r) t"r".ur rorrrroo ofli

ii i)Partial dr fferential glthe fbrm Pp + Qq = R
on Linear differential

i) Discuss objective type question ruith ur.*". .

) Define Gamma function

ii) Reduction formula for [(n)
Transform of a function f(t).

Condition for the existance.

iii) Transforms of elimentary functions.

Some examples of elirnentary function.
i) Exqlgin 

Lingar, shifting

ii) First shifinS

Application of first shifting property.
ii) Change of scale property

iv) Discuss some regarding on shifting property of L.T.
i) Laplace transform of derivatives .

ii) Laplace transform of

iv) Derive formulae of inverse L.T.

i) Explain method of partial fractions .

iv) Discuss some problem regarding on f .L.f. of f rrti.f f[ai*
v) Solve problems on L.T

) Define periodic functions.

ii) Founier Series defination.

) State Dirichlet's condition for the Fourier.;;;;;;;;;i"*
ii) Convergence of Dirichlet,s condition for th"ffi

ic function f(x) satisfying Dirichlet,s condition, ., , ro*filIfs'
J State Euler's formulae.

vi) some examples of Euler,s formula.



9TH

lst
) Dirchelet's Condition.

) Discontinuous Functions.

2nd ii) Define Even and Odd functions and find Fourier Series.

3rd v) Examples of even and odd functions.

4tlt v) Expansion ofan Even Function.

I OTH

lst i)Expansion ofan odd Function

2nd ii) Half Range Series.

3rd

i) Sine Series and Cosine Series

ii) Obtain F.S of continuous functions and having points of dlscontinuity.

4tlr v) Discuss some problem on fourier series.

I lth

1st ) Discuss objective type question with answer

2nd ii) lntroduction of Numerical methods.

3rd iii) Limitation of analytical methods.

4th iv) Eisection method with some example

t2th.

lst i) Newton- Raphson method.

2nd ii) some examples of Newton- Raphson method.

3rd iii) Discuss exercise of Numerical methods.

4tJ1 iv) Explain finite difference and form table of forward and backward difference.

l3tlr

lst i) Discuss exercise of forword and backword difference.

2nd

ii) Define shift Operator E .

iii) Relation between F & difference operator/

3rd v) Newton's Forward interpolatlon formula for equal intervals.

4th ) ltJewton's backward interpolation formula for equal intervals.

l4th

1st i)Examples of Newton's forward and backward interpolation formula for equal intervals.

2nd ii) ltate Lagrange's interpretation formula for unequal intervals.

3rd

iii) Numerical integration and state.

iv) Newton's Cote's formula

4th v) Trapezoidal rule.

15th

lst i) Some p:'oblems of Trapezoidal rule.

2nd

) Simpson's 1/3rd rule

iii) Some problems on Simpson's 1/3rd rule.

3rd iv) Discuss exercise of Finite difference & interpolation.

4th v) Discuss objective type question with answer .
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